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STOCKTAKE OF EU-JAPAN STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP 
AGREEMENT

•Reaffirms shared values

•Supports & underpins the Economic Partnership Agreement

•Aspiration-heavy, results-light?
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CAVEAT: BREXIT IN THE WAY?

•UK-Japan Agreement September 2020

•Need for the UK government to secure a deal with the EU
• Gateway to Europe
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EU-JAPAN PARTNERSHIP ON SUSTAINABLE 
CONNECTIVITY AND QUALITY INFRASTRUCTURE

• Based on a range of previous agreements:
• G20 Principles 

• Improve infrastructure
• €60 billion to the EU-Asia connectivity plan

• Based on shared values
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ASIA-EUROPE FOUNDATIONS

•Asia-Europe Cooperation Framework (AECF) of 2000

•ASEM Connectivity
• Level playing field, free & open trade, market principles, 

multi-dimensionality, inclusiveness, fairness, openness, 
transparency, financial viability, cost-effectiveness

• 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development
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NEW MULTILATERALISMS?
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Proliferation of Free Trade Agreements

Erosion of multilateral frameworks

Rise of Indo-Pacific

Path dependent behaviour of collective 
Endeavours



CHALLENGING THE CHINA MODEL?
•Bridge between the US and China?

• Japan tried to balance China’s investment via US$110 billion 
High Quality Investment Initiatives 

• ‘alternative model of governance to the Chinese Belt and Road 
Initiative through a paradigm of infrastructure development 
based on sustainability and a level-playing field’ (Estaban & 
Armanini 2019)
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PATH DEPENDENCE

•EU-Japan initiative in the context of gradual changes in 
their bilateral relations

•New point of origin – shift from Hague Declaration of 
1991 to the EPA/SPA
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THE NEED FOR PLASTICITY

•Global crises

•Collective responses

•Climate change to pandemics
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PLAYING CATCH UP WITH CHINA?

•Major inroads into the same countries

•Two points:

•A) Need for resources

•B) Need to work with China
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CHALLENGES WITHIN THE BRI

• Financial unsustainability:
• Problem for borrowing countries – loan repayments, 

management fees
• Problem for China - insurers

• Lack of ‘greening’ of BRI
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COVID-19 OPPORTUNITIES

• Exposed weakness in (eg) supply chains & repayments

• Increased US-China tensions

• Collaboration in (eg) diagnostics, treatments & vaccines – founded in 
principles
• Japan's Moonshot R&D/ EU's Horizon Europe Programme
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CONCLUSION

•Compelling story of norm promotion

•Waiting for resources

•Need to look for collaboration & cooperation, not 
competition

•Details await…
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